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Abstract: In this paper a method is discussed to generate high voltage DC up to 110kV using Cockcroft-Walton Voltage Multiplier for study and research at educational laboratory. As High Voltage DC (HVDC) transmission is becoming more popular in the present scenario of bulk power transmission over long distance transmission, it is required to study the testing of various insulation materials at laboratory level in under graduate and post graduate course curricula. Since, generation and handling of high voltage is very dangerous and required skilled personnel in the laboratory. In addition, it is very much costly. Apart from the basic requirement, a precise development of electrical circuit is required in order to generate high voltage in the laboratory. In this paper cost effectiveness and the basic circuit structure is developed. Also the model of high voltage generation circuit is studied mathematically and simulated its result in MATLAB.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENT scenario of power transmission is changing as to improve the power transfer capability and reducing the losses. Many studies have been done to improve the power transfer by using the high voltage DC transmission. Also in developing country prevent power theft is also a big issue. National Electricity Board of different country made a rules and regulation regarding the voltage level to prevent power theft. As IEEE 519-1992 has a standard for power quality and power transfer voltage level at different voltage level. As many European nation made their voltage level greater than low voltage level to medium voltage level as to identification of faults and various other cause. High voltage is becoming integrated part of electrical power system along with x-ray generation, medical advancement and other field. In year 1930 J. D. Cockcroft and E.T.S. Walton had proposed circuitry for generation for high voltage using Grienacher Voltage Doublers circuit for the study of high voltage generation for positive ion emission from the hydrogen and other element. In their successive submission they had presented the application of Cockcroft Walton Voltage Multiplier (CWVM). Insulation testing of cable, disc insulator and other electrical insulator draws heavy current if they are tested under the high voltage AC. To perform withstand test the high voltage DC is much more suitable than the High Voltage AC as it draws very low current in order of few [mA]. High Voltage can be divided in various categories:

AC high Voltage, variable frequency, has RMS , AVG and Peak Value
DC high Voltage, fixed, low frequency, has only Average value
Impulse Voltage, Peak value only [1,4,5].

High Voltage Engineering is very important subject to deal in curricula designed by AICTE and other technical community to be studied in graduate and postgraduate level. Since the installation and handling of high voltage laboratory require high investment including the skilled personnel to handle it. In this paper low cost circuit design is presented which can be experimented in laboratory. In author developed model to employ surface mount technology to build a very small size energy source for photomultiplier tube (PMT). As due high applicability and reduced loss level high voltage study now not out of reach of educational laboratory. In addition, as high voltage becoming popular in research field, basic development in study is required. Structure of this paper is given as section II deals with the generation technique for high voltage. In this section mathematics involved in high voltage generation using CWVM is presented. Whereas, section III deals with the design criteria for seven stage CWVM circuit. In section IV SIMULINK validation of mathematical model is presented. Once the result is generated section V represents the conclusion of the work.

II. HIGH VOLTAGE DC GENERATION

In traditional system high voltage is generated in well established laboratory where the grounding and other safety concern are well developed. Nevertheless, present status of economical issue and due to lack of skilled staff it very difficult to operate and demonstrate the experiments related to high voltage. General structure of laboratory installation requires huge investment. In order
to make it economical and produce the well educated engineers it is mandatory to perform the high voltage. At present, high voltage laboratory are success at only those places where funding are proper and skill staff are available. Despite of above mentioned issue it is very important to understand the behavior and generation of high voltage theoretically. High Voltage DC are generated by various methods:

Van-De-Graaf Generator
Its principle is based on Electrostatic generator as like electromagnetic generator whereas conductors are moving and/or rotating along a magnetic field. Instead there is a charge collector built inside a tank filled with ionized charge.

Grienacher Voltage Double Circuit
It is a two stage rectification circuit and requires high stable devices if voltage more than 10kV is handled.

Cockcroft-Walton Voltage Multiplier
It is a basically development of multistage Grienacher Circuit.
Cockroft Walton Voltage Multiplier is very well developed high voltage generation technique and can be used at laboratory level. It is clear that Van-De-Graaf Generator needs a large space while Grienacher Voltage Doubler is not suited to handle voltage level more than 10kV. Fig. 1 shows the structure of Grienacher Circuit for further extension as CWVM.

![Figure 1 Grienacher Voltage Doubler Circuit](image1)

The rating of transformer depends on the output voltage level. As output voltage increases the secondary side needs to be in the proper ratio. In addition, there is chance of magnetic saturation of the transformer as secondary side DC current increases.

![Figure 2 Seven Stage CWVM Circuit](image2)

A-B is the secondary of transformer while the D1 and D1’ is complementary switches, which operates in alternate cycle of supply.

**III. DESIGN OF MULTIPLIER CIRCUIT**

Fig. 2 shows the complete stages of CWVM as to generate 110kV. In above figure 2, single stage is shown as to employ on seven
stage multiplier. A high voltage transformer is taken to provide very low current on secondary. This circuit is consisting of series parallel combination of diode to achieve the blocking voltage as required. Also, the rating of capacitor is matched to withstand the voltage level in each stage. Cockcroft-Walton multiplier has different construction. In this paper half wave “Cockroft-Walton” multiplier is shown. is amount of ripple generated by the system, since it passes through C2, C4, C6… only because these capacitor columns is known as smoothing column as voltages through these circuit remain constant. Whilst the voltage through C1, C3, C5… oscillates in same manner as supply varies that is the reason it is known as oscillating column. „q” is amount of charge injected to smoothing circuit. the voltage ripple is constant and depends on the number of stage. As number of stages increases the ripple content is increases proportional to. As it is clear that the variation is non-linear after n=10 and n=11 stages, still it is comparable that till lower stages and ripple can be linearized.

In addition, ripple is function of number of stages and number switching frequency for a fixed capacitor design. Hence, varying frequency ripple can be reduced and can be treated as high frequency switching of CWVM network. For pertaining the same threshold figure 5 provides information regarding variation of ripple with respect to the various frequency level. It is obvious that the system is fixed for a installation where capacitance can not be altered hence the variation of capacitance for a fixed circuit is not possible. However, for design consideration variation of capacitor can also be seen with various frequency combination with optimised value of capacitance and operating frequency.

In the present work, diode drop is neglected for the sake of simplicity and to reduce the complexity of the circuit equations. Also, parasitic effect of diode and capacitor is neglected as its contribution is very small.

There are two modes of operation of CWVM viz. no load operation, and operation under loaded condition. When load is applied there will be some drop due to internal behavior and load applied. That drop is considerably high and reduces the output voltage in a great manner.

In above Fig. drop characteristic is given which is also nonlinear in nature. Drop can be reduced by using and minimizing the equation (7) with respect to either operating frequency or the capacitor voltage. For a particular level of ripple and drop one can optimize the frequency and capacitor value with respect to fixed stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Numerical value [SI unit]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input voltage primary transformer vp</td>
<td>230v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary voltage</td>
<td>10000v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply frequency , f</td>
<td>50hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor, c</td>
<td>100uf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stage , n</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

With values given in table I, one can simulate this model with a fixed rating of all elements. Voltage drop through diode is neglected.

In above dia. shows the simulation arrangement in this figure scopes are the virtual oscilloscope where the visualization of voltages are taken. It can be used as recording purpose also.

Simulation shown is simulated in MATLAB environment for various numbers of runs and with 20 seconds run till the stable output is not achieved. After proper stable condition is plotted for the stage output of stages 5, 6, & 7. The darkest waveform is stage 7 output with 100kV output level and some ripple content. Ripple content in final stage is high comparable to lower stage because as discussed in previous section voltage double not only doubles the maximum voltage it also doubles the ripple content. It is very difficult to estimate the ripple content in the actual hardware circuit. But the amount of ripple can be observed in Fig 10 for the stage-5, stage-6 and stage-7.
It is clear from Fig 10 that the ripple is higher in the upper stages as compared to the lower stages. One can design such a variable capacitor for these stages so that the estimation and prediction of ripple can be observed and accordingly value can be set for a fixed or variable frequency operation. In the present work to support the analytical point as the ripple gets double in each stage one can observe in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In Fig. 8 Stage-1 and 2 has very less ripple as compared to Fig. 10. Also, source voltage has stable frequency and response is observed in the Fig 8 itself. Application of high voltage in laboratory has various objectives to accomplish as very important and prior aim is to demonstrate the various impact of high voltage by connecting as sphere gap or rod-gap arrestors to the load end of CWVM unit. Secondly, this high voltage can be the charging voltage supply for a medium level impulse generator. Moreover, this voltage level can be used to test withstand voltage level of any insulating media.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we accomplished a simulation waveform and analytical generation of high voltage for the laboratory purpose. Generation of High Voltage at laboratory up-to 100kV is designed and simulated for laboratory level. In this work effect of diode drops and parasitic resistance of capacitor is neglected. In future this work can be modeled with all non ideals and derivative effect of capacitor. Also in this paper frequency of operation is kept constant, by use of cyclo-converter or any other frequency changing device can be employed for the reduction of ripple. Since the selection of capacitor and frequency is based on available supply and cost effectiveness is considered. Moreover, a soft-computing can be used to optimize the circuity with various constraints and parameter limitation.
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